Safety and efficacy of hyperbaric oxygen therapy in chronic wound management: current evidence
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Abstract: The breathing of pure oxygen under pressure to treat tissue damage has been employed for almost 45 years and has been investigated in prospective, retrospective, and randomized controlled trials. The physiological effects of oxygen treatment on wound tissue are profound, and include activation of immune cells, changes in cytokine production, and modulation of inflammatory and bactericidal mediators. Hyperbaric oxygen influences the biochemistry of whole cells, altering cell proliferation, angiogenesis, clotting, and tissue regeneration. The precise effects of hyperbaric oxygen on individual cell types and tissues are only beginning to be revealed in both animal and human studies. Many independent studies using hyperbaric oxygen adjunctively with standard wound care have observed improved healing, in particular for diabetic foot ulcers, and can result in a significant reduction in major amputations. Side effects occur infrequently, but myopia, ear barotrauma, and rarely oxygen toxicity have been reported. As antibiotics become less available, and clinician time and complex dressings become more expensive, use of hyperbaric oxygen as a means of treating a variety of wound types may become an increasingly appropriate option for treatment.
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Introduction

Chronic wound ulcers can be categorized into four main groups, ie, venous, arterial, diabetic, and pressure/decubitus ulcers. All cause a significant financial and social burden worldwide.1,2 In 2009, approximately 6.5 million people required medical intervention for chronic wounds in the USA alone at a cost of US$25 billion.3 The prevalence of so many chronic wounds has led to the view that there is a lack of consistency in chronic wound care practice.4 Chronic wounds can be difficult to heal, with patients often following a path that interchanges between improvement and deterioration without healing for many years, despite the use of conventional treatments. Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) has been used as an accompaniment cure for chronic wounds for many years, although treatment is not easily accessible to many and often depends on geographic location, clinicians’ understanding of the treatment, and evidence supporting its use.

Pathophysiology of chronic non-healing wounds

Most wounds go through a normal healing process consisting of three stages, ie, an acute inflammatory phase, a proliferative phase, and a remodeling phase. To improve wound care practice further, physiological studies are required to assess the various treatment practices employed. This is also the case for use of HBOT. Chronic wounds
are susceptible to infection, resulting in a prolonged inflammatory phase linked to tissue damage provoked by increased free radical production and proteolytic activity. These inflammatory mediators can lead to an imbalance in growth factors, cytokines, and chemokines released into the tissue, triggering ischemia, edema, and inhibition of entry of nutrients into the wound.

**Role of oxygen in wound healing**

Oxygen is important during normal wound healing, with hypoxic conditions triggering healing processes, and large amounts of oxygen being consumed. The initial inflammatory phase of wound healing involves hemostasis to prevent excessive blood loss. This is instigated by activation of the clotting cascade by injured cells, and involves cleavage of fibrinogen to fibrin by thrombin. The fibrin forms a stable clot and then the basic wound matrix, and traps activated platelets that release the contents of α-granules, including the various cytokines and growth factors responsible for induction of the inflammatory phase. We have investigated the role of hyperbaric oxygen in human platelet activation. When platelets were exposed to hyperbaric oxygen (97.7% O₂, balance CO₂ at 2.2 absolute atmospheres [ATA]) we observed a sixfold increase in platelet aggregation and more protein release, including chaperone 14-3-3-zeta and α-2-macroglobulin, both of which are involved in apoptosis. Within 6 hours of injury, numerous inflammatory growth factors are released, which aid the recruitment of neutrophils and subsequently macrophages to the wound site. Many of these processes require extra cell metabolism for biosynthesis and transport of proteins, which requires oxygen.

During the proliferative phase, approximately 2 days into wound healing, macrophages continue to express growth factors, many of which stimulate angiogenesis and formation of granulation tissue comprising of endothelial cells, fibroblasts, and inflammatory cells. Then, during the migration and angiogenic step of the proliferation phase, these cells migrate into the wound and continue to repair tissue. High levels of oxygen are required for this proliferation phase, especially when re-epithelialization occurs surrounding the wound in conjunction with keratinocytes to seal the wound from the extracellular environment. We have investigated the effects of hyperbaric oxygen on inflammatory cell (neutrophil–endothelial cell interactions under hypoxic and chronic wound conditions, and found that hyperbaric oxygen reduces inflammatory cell–endothelial cell interaction, possibly reducing local inflammation during revascularization of wound tissue. The hypoxic conditions in the damaged vascularized wound area trigger in part the production of transcription factors such as hypoxia-inducible factor 1-α and vascular endothelial growth factor by endothelial cells and macrophages. As the macrophages remove necrotic cellular debris, the phagocytic processes trigger production of reactive oxygen species, which require significant amounts of oxygen. Finally, during the remodeling phase, oxygen is essential to aid in the removal of granulation tissue via the process of apoptosis. Oxygen is also required for the synthesis of type I collagen and its organization into bundles, replacing the type III collagen that was originally laid down in the granulation tissue, which ultimately enhances wound tensile strength.

Thus oxygen plays an important role in all cellular processes during wound healing, including cell metabolism, proliferation, and revascularization. Oxygen is also essential for increased antimicrobial activity, growth factor signal transduction, and collagen synthesis. It is therefore of great interest to know how infusing wound tissues with oxygen under pressure might be beneficial to the healing process. The partial pressure of oxygen (pO₂) in normal subcutaneous tissue is in the range of 40–80 mmHg, but drops to <20 mmHg under chronic wound conditions (Figure 1). Despite the growing body of evidence indicating the usefulness of HBOT in wound healing, the mechanistic regulation of wound physiology by HBOT is still in its infancy.

**Benefits of HBOT in chronic wounds**

Various international HBOT associations, for example the Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society and the European Committee for Hyperbaric Medicine, recommend the use of HBOT for a number of indications, including various

---

**Figure 1** Partial pressure of oxygen in normal and wounded subcutaneous tissue upon exposure to air, oxygen, and hyperbaric oxygen.

**Abbreviations:** ATA, absolute atmospheres; pO₂, partial pressure of oxygen.
Table 1: Approved clinical indications for hyperbaric oxygen therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical condition</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gas embolism</td>
<td>Entry of gas bubbles into arteries or veins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon monoxide poisoning</td>
<td>Hypoxic stress by elevated carboxyhemoglobin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas gangrene</td>
<td>Toxemia, edema, and necrotic tissue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crush injury</td>
<td>Trauma to multiple tissues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decompression sickness</td>
<td>Supersaturation of tissue with inert gas causing organ damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial inefficiencies</td>
<td>Hypoxia, persistent infection, and cellular failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe anemia</td>
<td>Loss of red blood cell mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intracranial abscess</td>
<td>Brain abscess normally deep-seated, with infection and immune cell involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necrotizing soft tissue infection</td>
<td>Tissue necrosis due to infection, cellulitis, and fasciitis with impaired immunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteomyelitis</td>
<td>Infection of bone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed radiation injury</td>
<td>Cellular toxicity caused by radiotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprised grafts and flaps</td>
<td>Areas compromised by hypoxia or decreased blood perfusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute thermal burns</td>
<td>Compromised tissue unable to supply oxygen and nutrients to surrounding tissue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idiopathic burns</td>
<td>Loss of oxygen concentration in the cochlea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Types of chronic wounds and other clinical conditions (Table 1). During HBOT, patients are placed in a multiplace or monoplace chamber where they are required to breathe 100% oxygen intermittently, at a pressure greater than sea level (ie, >1 ATA). The duration and frequency of treatment with HBOT and the ATA employed is often open for debate, but the pressurization used is normally 1.4 ATA or higher. The units used to measure pO₂ in healthy and wound tissue are often quoted in mmHg, kilopascals, or bar pressure (Table 2) before and after HBOT.

Patients with chronic wounds selected for HBOT usually have a history of nonresponsiveness to conventional treatments, including antibiotics and topical dressings, and failed debridement. Patient selection for HBOT can be assisted by noninvasive transcutaneous oxygen pressure (TcpO₂) monitoring. This technique has recently been recommended for long-term monitoring of the efficacy of HBOT and in other clinical settings. One of the major functions of HBOT is to supply wound tissue with sufficient oxygen to encourage metabolism in the wound environment, especially when the vascular supply is impaired. Fife et al determined the predictive value of TcpO₂ in envisaging the likelihood of benefit of HBOT in a large cohort (n=1,114) of diabetic patients with a variety of lower extremity wounds graded on the Wagner scale. Based on this and other studies, current protocols recommend that patients with wound 

pO₂ < 40 mmHg (hypoxic) while breathing air at 1 ATA that increases to about 100 mmHg while breathing oxygen at 1 ATA are suitable candidates for HBOT. Whenever possible, the patients are tested at pressure inside a hyperbaric oxygen chamber, and if their wound pO₂ values increase to >200 mmHg, 74% of patients are predicted to respond well to HBOT.

Patients with problem non-healing wounds attending the DDRC Healthcare facility (http://www.ddrc.org) in Plymouth, UK, are treated using the protocol outlined in Royal Navy Treatment Table 66 (Figure 2). The patients enter the chamber and are pressurized during a 10-minute descent to 2.4 ATA. The patient remains at this pressure for 90 minutes, before being decompressed back to 1 ATA over a 10-minute period. Patients breathe oxygen during three 30-minute cycles, and to minimize the risk of oxygen toxicity, patients have 5-minute “air breaks” after 30 and 65 minutes, during which they remain under pressure but breathe air instead of 100% oxygen (Figure 2). The procedure itself is relatively safe, and our experience of treating patients over two decades has demonstrated the
most common side effects to be mild barotrauma and myopia.

Effects of hyperbaric oxygen on wound healing in humans

The wound environment is a complex and dynamic one, and the overall objective of HBOT is to increase the diffusion gradient of oxygen in subcutaneous tissue by about 10–20-fold to allow hyperoxygenation of ischemic tissue, reduce the levels of inflammatory cytokines, and stimulate the production of growth factors. In addition, HBOT enhances antibacterial activity, including production of oxygen free radicals, whilst reducing nonspecific activation of inflammatory cells. Further functions of HBOT are to promote transmigration of stem cells to infected wound tissue, alter leukocyte-endothelial cell adhesion, and promote collagen formation. There are numerous animal and clinical studies supporting these functions, and are described below.

Clinical evidence supports the concept that HBOT promotes the vascularization of wounds. A subset of bone marrow-derived stem/progenitor cells called endothelial progenitor cells have the ability to transmigrate to wounds, where they rapidly differentiate into mature endothelial cells and assist in vascular repair. In a study of eight diabetic patients treated with hyperbaric oxygen for a single 2-hour period at a pressure of 2.0 ATA on 6 consecutive days for up to 20 treatments, a significant but temporary increase in both stem/progenitor cells and endothelial progenitor cells was observed in the patients’ blood after one, ten, and 20 treatments with HBOT. In the same study, biopsies of wound tissue revealed a marked elevation in the presence of CD133+ stem/progenitor cells, indicating that HBOT stimulates vasculogenic stem cell mobilization. With evidence of increased vascularization in wounds post-HBOT, the possibility of increased infiltration of proinflammatory cells such as neutrophils is of concern. However, it has been shown that HBOT inhibits adhesion of leukocytes to injured endothelium by inhibiting integrin expression. Our own studies have determined that changes in endothelial cell adhesion molecules are altered by a single HBOT treatment via nitric oxide-mediated mechanisms. In addition, we have shown that a single dose of HBOT enhances generation of reactive oxygen species and phagocytosis by neutrophils. Although this could lead to nonspecific inflammation at the site of a wound, it may also help prevent microbial colonization. HBOT also elicits enhanced apoptosis of phagocytes, thus offsetting the accumulation of potentially necrotic cell debris. Patients with type 2 diabetes are known to have impaired wound healing of ulcers, and HBOT consisting of three 25-minute periods of 100% oxygen at a pressure of 2.4 ATA, interspersed with 5-minute periods of breathing air, for 6 days/week over 5–6 weeks has been shown to progressively reduce wound areas in diabetic patients (n=18) by enhancing production and secretion of type I and III procollagens by fibroblast, which can be detected in plasma and help increase the tensile strength of wounds.

From the evidence presented above, HBOT appears to be useful in promoting wound healing in a variety of ways that can affect the physiology of the wound even after the treatment has ceased. Limited HBOT research has been conducted using animal models, and has revealed a number of physiological pathways of wound healing affected by HBOT. However additional research is required, especially human trials or the use of human tissues, in order to advance our knowledge of the usefulness and safety of this treatment.

Safety and efficacy of HBOT

As presented in Table 1, the Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society currently identifies 14 disease states (indications) for HBOT, of which “enhancement of healing in selected problem wounds” falls within the clinical condition termed “arterial insufficiencies”. Two types of chambers (monoplace and multiplace) are commonly used to administer HBOT to patients (Figure 3A and B). Monoplace chambers permit only single occupancy and in modern chambers the patient is moved in and out of the chamber on a sliding stretcher. The wall chambers are made of clear acrylic, providing high visibility and helping to reduce claustrophobia. Monoplace chambers are normally compressed with 100% oxygen, with the patients simply breathing the atmosphere within the chamber. Air breaks, if required, are administered by the patient holding an air-delivering built-in breathing system mask to the face. Multiplace chambers can accommodate multiple patients (ten patients are not uncommon), and patients can enter the chamber on foot if appropriate. The walls of the multiplace chamber are of steel construction. The chamber is compressed with air and the patient breathes 100% oxygen under pressure administered by means of a built-in breathing system mask or a hood. HBOT describes the systemic delivery of hyperbaric oxygen and should not be confused with normobaric (ambient pressure) oxygen delivery or topical oxygen therapy. The pressures used to deliver hyperbaric oxygen do not exceed 3 ATA (equivalent to a depth of 20 m in seawater) and the duration of treatment for elective therapies does not generally exceed 2 hours. Within these parameters, HBOT is considered a safe treatment.
modality, but does carry some risks due to hyperoxia and increased pressure. Absolute contraindications to HBOT are limited to untreated pneumothorax and treatment with certain chemotherapeutic drugs (doxorubicin, cisplatin, and bleomycin). Relative contraindications include upper respiratory tract infections, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, history of thoracic or ear surgery, hyperthermia, pregnancy, and claustrophobia.

The most common side effect of hyperoxia is a progressive myopia in patients undergoing prolonged periods of daily hyperbaric oxygen. The exact mechanism for this change in sight remains obscure but appears to be of lenticular origin and usually reverses a few days to several weeks after the last therapy. Central nervous system and pulmonary oxygen toxicity are rare, given that oxygen tolerance limits that avoid these manifestations are well defined. Middle ear barotrauma is the most common side effect of increased pressure. Incidence rates vary widely but can minimized by training in equalization techniques (Valsalva maneuver, yawning, jaw thrusting), vigilance on the part of the chamber attendant, or by tymanostomy tubes. Claustrophobia may cause some degree of anxiety within the confined spaces of a hyperbaric chamber, and occasionally mild sedatives are employed to allow some individuals to undertake or continue HBOT.

**Mechanisms of action in preclinical studies**

Whilst the use of oxygen at elevated pressures was first proposed for the treatment of decompression injury, its use for treatment of disease was only initiated when Churchill-Davidson et al described the use of elevated pressures and oxygen to potentiate radiotherapy in cancer patients in 1955. The following year, Boerema et al published a paper on the clinical use of hyperbaric oxygen to extend the duration of circulatory arrest during cardiac surgery. These publications were followed by reports of favorable clinical response to HBOT in patients suffering from clostridial infections and those poisoned by carbon monoxide. Within less than a decade, a diversity of medical disciplines were supporting the use of high oxygen tensions at pressure for the treatment of various disease states.

The development of HBOT initially progressed through clinical application and observation supported by some clinical trials, and as such there are limited animal studies determining efficacy. The majority of preclinical studies are
laboratory-based and set out to determine the mechanisms of action of elevated oxygen levels rather than efficacy, and this is in contrast to the normal pathway of drug development in the modern era. Elective HBOT has arguably been most effectively applied to nonhealing wound repair in chronic diabetic ulcers (Figure 3C and D) and delayed post-radiation tissue injuries. These pathophysiologically distinct disorders share many common elements, including chronic inflammation, reduced oxygen supply, stromal cell depletion, and fibrosis.77-29 HBOT has been shown to promote angiogenesis, enhance fibroblast activity, augment formation of granulation tissue, reduce edema, and improve leukocyte function.30,31 Vasculogenesis is enhanced by HBOT-induced mobilization of stem cells from bone marrow.28,32,33

HBOT has been demonstrated to have bacteriostatic and bactericidal effects. With obligate anaerobes, the effect is rapid as a result of the sensitivity of these organisms to oxygen free radicals due to a lack of scavenging enzymes. Our work has demonstrated both pressure and hyperoxia to be important in the interaction between bacteria and neutrophil-like cells.13 Antimicrobial activity is potentially detrimental to wound healing through development of a pro-inflammatory environment, but enhanced apoptosis can resolve the inflammation and support the progression of wound healing.13 In chronic wounds with an osteogenic component (including osteomyelitis), there is a growing body of evidence to support the promotion of bone repair with HBOT. Osteoblast stimulation, anti-osteoclastic effects, and bone regeneration have been demonstrated using intermittent oxygen supplementation, providing mechanistic evidence supporting the adjunctive use of HBOT.34

The use of HBOT for chronic wounds remains an inexact science. Research over the past 20 years has provided robust evidence describing the mechanisms of action and a greater understanding of the potential benefits. There remains a paucity of data relating to oxygen dose in both preclinical studies and clinical trials and an incomplete understanding of the relationship between elevated oxygen per se and the minimally toxic dose necessary to enhance healing mechanisms promoting wound closure and functional restoration of damaged tissues. Further research and an increased awareness of the relative safety of HBOT are required if the true potential of this sometimes controversial treatment modality is to be realized.

Current clinical trial evidence for using HBOT to treat wounds
Many studies of chronic wounds and HBOT have been undertaken over the past 45 years with respect to treating arterial, pressure/decubitus, venous, and diabetic ulcers. Kranke et al performed a Cochrane review of HBOT for chronic wounds, identifying 27 potentially eligible trials, but excluded 17 based on quality.35 They found no research on arterial or pressure ulcers that was eligible for inclusion in their systematic review, but found seven trials comparing HBOT as a treatment for diabetic ulcers with controls,36-42 one study comparing HBOT with extracorporeal shockwave therapy,43 and one study on HBOT for venous ulcers.44 Kranke et al concluded that there was some evidence that HBOT used adjunctively for diabetic wounds results in significant short-term improvement of wound healing by 6 weeks.35 The effect of HBOT on amputation rate could not be confirmed due to low participant numbers and poor reporting in studies. Cochrane reviews consider only randomized controlled trials. While these provide high-quality evidence, they can cause recruitment problems for researchers and are not always applicable to patients seen in clinics due to restrictive inclusion criteria.

The studies described here include prospective trials, irrespective of whether participants were randomized or whether the study had a control arm, and retrospective studies. The latter can be representative of what patients are experiencing and the outcomes seen in clinical practice without the restrictions required for prospective research. The wound types in each study are shown in Table 3 and demonstrate that the majority of published trials employing HBOT to treat chronic wounds have been performed in diabetic wounds (eleven prospective and eleven retrospective). One retrospective study assessed the outcome of both diabetic and venous ulcers, there was one prospective trial on venous ulcers alone, and then one prospective study on pressure ulcers. To our knowledge, no studies of hyperbaric oxygen for arterial ulcers have been performed, which is consistent with the findings reported above.35

Pressure ulcers
Rosenthal and Schurman used HBOT to treat pressure ulcers.45 Their study was reported by Hunter et al.46 They treated 18 participants (39 ulcers) with HBOT and had three control subjects (six ulcers). Randomization, blinding, number of treatments, and treatment pressure used are unclear. Complete healing was reported in 22 patients (58%) and five (13%) had a >50% reduction in wound size. In comparison, none of the wounds in the control patients healed or reduced in size by >50%. While these results seem encouraging, the lack of information about the methodology used renders these findings unreliable. Adequate
Table 3 Clinical studies using hyperbaric oxygen to treat chronic wounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study type</th>
<th>Wound type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prospective studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenthal and Schurman45</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baroni et al50</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriani et al59</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor et al37</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammarlund and Sunberg84</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>Venous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faglia et al38</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamboni et al42</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalani et al33</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abidia et al34</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kessler et al40</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duzgun et al38</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Löndahl et al41</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al43</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>RT/HBO/ESWT</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrospective studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma et al44</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cianci and Hunt54</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faglia et al57</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zgonis et al58</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fife et al59</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oubre et al80</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ong51</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyon57</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop and Mudge62</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margolis et al71</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliveira et al84</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Diabetic and venous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ueno et al87</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Diabetic and venous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CT, controlled trial; ESWT, extracorporeal shock-wave therapy; RCT, randomized controlled trial; RT, randomized trial; CS, case series; HBO, hyperbaric oxygen.

nutritional intake, hydration, and optimal pressure area care and pressure relief remain the gold standard treatment for this category of wounds.

Venous ulcers

A single prospective trial on HBOT for venous ulcers randomized 16 participants to receive either hyperbaric oxygen (n=8) or sham treatment (n=8).44 The study was double-blind and the ulcers had been present for more than 1 year. The median patient age was 67 (range 42–75) years. Smokers and patients with other chronic conditions, such as diabetes, were excluded. The study participants were treated for 90 minutes at 2.5 ATA with either oxygen or air on 5 days per week for 30 treatments, and continued with compression bandaging throughout. Following 30 treatments, the mean reduction in wound area was 35.7% for patients in the HBO group and 2.7% for those in the control group (P<0.001).

Ueno et al published a retrospective study of 29 patients treated with HBOT in addition to standard wound care.47 The records of 14 males and 15 females with a mean age of 64.1±14.4 years were reviewed. Ten patients had venous stasis ulcers and one had livedoid vasculopathy, a hyalinizing vascular disease resulting in thrombosis and ulceration of the legs. The remaining 18 patients had other chronic wounds, including 13 with diabetic ulcers. Subjects were treated at 2.8 ATA for 60 minutes with 100% oxygen once daily for 3–5 days a week. All patients received five or more HBOT sessions. The mean number of HBOT sessions was 22 (maximum 57). All but one of the venous stasis ulcers were on the leg. Six patients achieved healing or >90% epithelialization at the end of HBOT and eight achieved a >30% reduction in wound size, with wound healing being confirmed 6 weeks after completion of HBOT. Four patients showed a <30% reduction in size, worsening of the wound, or an unhealed wound at 6-week follow-up. All patients with a poor outcome had diabetes and had undergone hemodialysis.

Prospective studies in diabetic ulcers

In one study, reduced amputation rates and improved wound healing were observed in patients who received HBOT (n=18) when compared with more established treatment alone (n=10; P=0.001).48 A similar study conducted by Oriani et al observed a reduction in amputation rates and improved outcome in patients treated with HBOT (n=62) when compared with the control arm of the trial comprised of patients unsuitable for HBOT because of contraindications to HBOT (n=18).49 Although the distribution of major diabetic complications was similar between the groups, caution must be applied when comparing outcomes due to study design. In both studies, treatment was administered at either 2.8 ATA (antibacterial support) or 2.5 ATA (reparative effect). These treatment protocols are compliant with Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society guidelines.50 The number of treatments administered by Baroni et al49 (34±21.8 daily treatments) and Oriani et al49 (72±29 HBOT sessions) were also in excess of the number routinely administered for diabetic foot ulcers, where 30–40 treatments are reported as common.51

Doctor et al studied diabetic patients with chronic foot ulcers to evaluate effect of HBOT as an adjunct to wound healing.37 Thirty hospitalized patients were randomized to receive either HBOT or conventional treatment. The number of patients allocated to each group was not reported, but all HBOT patients received a total of four treatments each of 45 minutes in duration at 3 ATA over a 2-week period, which is an unconventional treatment regime. The length of hospital stay, although shorter for the HBOT group, was not significantly significant compared to conventional treatment. As with the studies by Oriani et al49 and Baroni et al,48 they...
reported a significant reduction in amputation above the ankle joint compared with the control. Control of wound infection by HBOT was also suggested, specifically in reducing *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* and *Escherichia coli* wound culture infections following HBOT treatment.

A significant reduction of major amputations in patients with diabetic foot ulcers treated with HBOT (n=35) compared with control (n=33) was reported by Faglia et al. Unlike Doctor et al, Faglia et al assessed ulcer severity using Wagner grading, and grade 2–4 ulcers were included. Study reliability was improved by blinding of the surgeon assessing the need for amputation. As in the study by Oriani et al, an initial phase of HBOT at 2.5 ATA for 90 minutes daily was administered followed by a second phase at 2.2–2.4 ATA for 90 minutes. Patients received treatment 5 days per week, with an average of 38±8 treatments per patient. The initial phase of treatment at 2.5 ATA was targeted at enhancement of antibacterial effect and rapid restoration of tissue oxygen tension, whereas the second phase was to stimulate fibroblast activity. In this study, Wagner grade 4 ulcers were the most prevalent, leading the authors to conclude that adjunctive HBOT is effective in decreasing major amputations in patients with severe diabetic foot ulcers.

A smaller study compared the healing rate of diabetic foot ulcers in five patients who received HBOT. The control group (also containing five patients) was comprised of patients refusing HBOT. This selection method is often considered ethically more acceptable than others because patients have the choice of whether to receive an intervention. However, those who consented to receive HBOT may have been more motivated toward positive health behavior. Both groups received standardized care, and assessment was by an individual blinded to group allocation. Thirty treatments were administered once per day, 5 days per week at 2.0 ATA, and unlike previous studies, follow-up continued for 4–6 months. The HBOT group demonstrated a significantly greater reduction in wound surface area compared with the control group. At follow-up, 80% of patients in the HBOT group had healed, with the fifth patient undergoing surgical coverage, whereas ulcers remained present in 80% of the control patients.

The long-term effect of HBOT in 38 patients with chronic diabetic foot ulcers and local hypoxia were investigated by Kalani et al. Patients were considered for inclusion if ulcers remained unhealed despite offloading and optimization of metabolic control (ulcer duration >2 months and TcPO$_2$ <40 mmHg). Local access guided allocation to the treatment or control group after randomization proved difficult. Twenty-one patients were treated with standard care and 17 received adjunctive HBOT. At 3-year follow-up, 13 patients with ulcers in the HBOT group had healed, two patients had undergone below-knee amputations, and two had died, while ten patients in the control group had healed, seven had undergone below-knee amputation, three had died, and one showed improved ulcer healing. The patients in the HBOT group had greater initial ulcer surface areas but were also younger and so potentially had better healing prospects. The authors concluded that there was an accelerated healing rate and reduced amputation requirement in patients treated with HBOT, supporting previous studies.

A double-blind trial by Abidia et al investigated the therapeutic effect of HBOT on diabetic foot ulcers in patients with peripheral arterial disease. Eight patients in each group were randomized to receive either HBOT or sham treatment. They received five therapies per week at 2.4 ATA for 6 weeks, with HBOT patients receiving 100% oxygen and the control patients breathing air at pressure. Both treatments lasted for 90 minutes. Five patients from the HBOT group and one from the control group achieved healing after 6 weeks. The median decrease in wound area at 6-month follow-up was similar in both groups, ie, 100% for the HBOT group versus 95% for the control group. Five patients remained healed at 1 year in the HBOT group, whereas no healed wounds were present in the control group, leading the authors to suggest that HBOT has a prolonged effect. They also utilized the Short Form-36 and the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale to evaluate changes in quality of life and found no significant improvements in quality of life in the HBOT group compared with the control group.

A study by Kessler et al determined the effect of HBOT on Wagner grade 1–3 diabetic foot ulcers which had been present with no improvement for at least 3 months. Twenty-eight patients were randomized to receive either adjunctive HBOT (n=15) or standard treatment alone (n=13). Patients in the treatment arm received HBOT twice daily on 5 days per week for 2 weeks. Oxygen was administered at 2.5 ATA for 90 minutes, and follow-up continued for 2 weeks. The HBOT group demonstrated a significantly greater reduction in ulcer size at 2-week follow-up (41.8%±25.5%) compared with the control group (21.7%±16.9%), but 2 weeks later the reduction in ulcer size was comparable between the groups (48.1%±30.3% for the HBOT group; 41.7%±27.3% for the control group). Healing was observed in two patients who received HBOT but in no patients in the control group. The authors concluded that HBOT doubled the mean healing rate of diabetic foot ulcers, but follow-up suggested that improvements may be short-term. Only two trials have been
reported using twice-daily HBOT which is not compliant with Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society guidelines, recommending treatment on a once-daily basis unless severe infection is present.30

A study of the effect of HBOT on infected diabetic foot ulcers present for at least 4 weeks has also been performed.30 Patients received adjunctive HBOT at 2–3 ATA for 90 minutes or standard care as determined through randomization. Twice-daily treatments were alternated with once-daily treatments for 20–30 days. This again is an unusual treatment regime and no justification for its use was provided. The mean follow-up duration was 92±12 weeks. There were 50 patients in each group, but the HBOT group included significantly higher proportions of males, smokers, and obese patients. Patients treated with HBOT experienced better overall results than the control group; 33 healed without surgical intervention compared with none in the control group. Only four HBOT patients underwent amputations compared with 41 in the standard treatment group.

In 2010, Löndahl et al published a double-blind, randomized controlled trial reporting that the number of healed ulcers was doubled in their HBOT group at 1-year follow-up compared with their placebo group.41 Ninety-four patients with diabetic foot ulcers present for at least 3 months were randomized to receive HBOT (n=49) or sham treatment (n=45). All patients were treated at 2.5 ATA and, as in the study by Abidia et al, were administered either 100% oxygen or air for 90 minutes on 5 consecutive days per week for a total of 8 weeks.36 The treatment period was extended for up to 2 weeks for those patients who had missed therapies. A total of 38 HBOT patients and 37 control patients completed more than 35 treatment sessions (maximum 40 treatments), with 61% of the HBOT group and 27% of the control group achieving complete healing (P=0.009). The largest difference in healing rate was reported at 9-month follow-up, indicating continued benefit after completion of HBOT. The number needed to treat to avert non-healing of a chronic foot ulcer was 4.2 based on intent-to-treat analysis and 3.1 per protocol analysis. In a separate publication, Löndahl et al reported improved quality of life at 1-year follow-up as assessed using the Short Form-36.41

Wang et al randomized patients to receive extracorporeal shock-wave therapy twice a week for a total of six treatments (n=41; 46 ulcers) or undergo 20 HBOT sessions at 2.5 ATA (n=45; 47 ulcers). Their results demonstrated a significantly greater number of healed ulcers in patients receiving extracorporeal shock-wave therapy (P=0.003), although 20 HBOT sessions would not be considered a complete course of therapy in commonly accepted practice.43

In a study by Ma et al, 36 patients with Wagner grade 3 diabetic foot ulcers were randomized to HBOT or standard care alone.54 Distribution between the groups was not reported. Participants had ulcers for at least 3 months, a TcpO2 >30 mmHg, and were hospitalized for the 2-week study period. HBOT was administered twice daily 5 days a week. At day 14, following 20 HBOT sessions, there was a 42.4%±20% reduction in wound area compared with 18.1%±6.5% in the control group at the same time point. These differences were not observed at 7 days. Only one other prospective study administered HBOT twice daily, which is not a recommended regime.30

Retrospective studies in diabetic ulcers

Retrospective reviews comprise of analysis of routinely collected patient data for the investigation of treatment outcomes. Such observations lack the rigor of prospective studies and are heavily reliant upon the quality of existing documentation, which can frequently be incomplete and inconsistent.55 However, such analyses enable greater numbers of patients representative of the normal treatment population to be investigated.

Cianci and Hunt studied long-term outcomes in 41 patients with chronic Wagner grade 3 or 4 diabetic foot ulcers treated with vascular surgery and adjunctive HBOT over a 7-year period (1983–1990).56 Initial salvage had been achieved in 85% of these patients during the study period. In 1991, the wounds of 27 patients remained intact and one patient underwent a major amputation. The remaining 14 were lost to follow-up. In 1993, 22 of those 27 patients remained healed, suggesting a good long-term outcome for treatment of diabetic foot ulcers with vascular surgery and adjunctive HBOT. The authors suggested such a treatment regime to be potentially cost-effective, but the study size and inclusion criteria prevent generalizations to the entire population with diabetic foot ulcers.

Faglia et al57 reviewed patient outcomes between 1990 and 1993 in order to compare amputation rates with the results observed in two published prospective studies.39,48 Of 115 patients treated, 51 were administered HBOT using the regime equivalent to that in the prospective studies. Patients received a mean number of 32±11 HBOT treatments, and only seven required major amputations compared with 20 amputations in those who did not receive HBOT (P=0.012).

A study assessing the relationship between HBOT and patient outcome following partial foot amputation over a
A 10-year period observed that 70% of patients (35 patients with 40 wounds) experienced healing or required no further surgical procedures to heal the wound following HBOT. A successful outcome was achieved, with a mean number of 20 treatments and 44 days to reach that endpoint compared with a mean of 16 treatments and 216 days in the failed group. The authors stressed that this study was intended to provide a starting point on which future research could be based.

Fife et al investigated outcomes for 971 patients with diabetic lower extremity ulcers who received HBOT. They reported that 717 (73.8%) patients had improved healing with 34 HBOT treatments. Patients who demonstrated no improvement received an average of 24 therapies. The authors suggested that discontinuation of apparently ineffective treatment generally occurred at this point. Fife et al highlighted that the main objectives of partial healing and stimulation of granulation and epithelialization are not always taken into consideration when the treatment outcome of HBOT is evaluated, even though the treatment is addressing chronic wounds that have shown no improvement for a significant time, with amputation being a realistic alternative option. In their study, only 79 of 136 patients (58%) with renal failure improved compared with 638 of 835 (76%) without renal failure. Due to the difference in outcome with and without renal failure, the authors removed renal failure patients from the statistical analyses to avoid confounding the results. Smoking also appeared to adversely affect the outcome. Patients who received HBOT treatment once daily had better outcomes than those who were treated twice daily, possibly due to patients with more compromised limbs being treated more intensively rather than the higher frequency of treatment being less effective.

Oubre et al reviewed records of patients treated with HBOT for lower extremity wounds over a 6-year period to consider the outcomes of patients affected by different health factors including diabetes and smoking. Diabetics (n=37) were not found to have a significant difference in wound area reduction to that seen in non-diabetics (n=37) using daily HBOT at 2.4 ATA for 6 weeks. The study failed to describe the breakdown of which diabetic patients achieved which outcome. Eighty-five non-healing lower extremity ulcers from 73 patients were included in the analysis. The authors found that smoking but not diabetes was associated with a poor outcome (P<0.0001) and patients who fared better had higher TcpO2 readings and were younger.

Ong observed that a favorable outcome of ≥80% granulating tissue or partial or complete epithelialization following a course of HBOT was achieved in 71% of patients when retrospectively assessing diabetic foot ulcers treated over a 10-month period. A mean number of 20 treatments at 2.5 ATA were delivered once daily for 5 days per week. Of the 45 wounds described as foot ulcers, two were below-knee amputation wounds and a small unspecified number of wounds were leg ulcers.

Bishop and Mudge scrutinized patient records to assess what factors influence the outcomes of diabetic foot ulcers treated with HBOT at one center during a 2-year period (n=30). In total, 73.3% of patients achieved a successful outcome at the end of HBOT and 70% remained successful 3 months later, at which time one patient (3.3%) had a healed wound. At 3 months, 13.3% of patients were lost to follow-up and one patient (3.3%) had a major amputation. Steroid therapy, previous minor amputation, type 1 diabetes, previous HBOT, larvae therapy, and application of interactive dressings had a significant relationship with poor outcome at the end of HBOT (P<0.05). Three months later, peripheral vascular disease and previous minor amputation all had a significant influence on outcome, with affected patients more likely to be in the failure group (P<0.05). The results of this study cannot be generalized due to the small sample size.

A longitudinal study including 83 centers in the USA assessed outcomes for patients treated over a 5.5-year period. A total of 6,259 patients met the inclusion criteria, making this the largest study on diabetic wounds and HBOT. A total of 5,042 patients were excluded as they had healed, had amputations, or did not have a reduction in wound size of at least 40%. Of these patients, 793 had HBOT, most often at 2 ATA (88.5%), 5 days per week, and had 15–48 treatments. The researchers attempted to balance baseline covariates including age, sex, and wound age and size, and used proportional hazard models to minimize selection bias. It appeared that patients receiving HBOT were more likely to have an amputation and were less likely to heal; however, it is difficult to verify these results due to poor reporting and lack of detail. A number of comments have been made criticizing the methodology, conclusions, and general reporting of this study.

A review of 25 patients with 26 wounds who received HBOT for Wagner grade 2 or higher diabetic ulcers found that 82% of wounds were healed or almost healed after HBOT. Twelve of the wounds included were foot amputation stump ulcers. Of the eleven diabetic foot ulcers, 82% were Wagner grade 3 or 4. HBOT was administered five times a week at 2.4 ATA, with patients receiving 14–60 (median 36) treatments. Two patients required transmetatarsal amputation during treatment, but healed by the end of HBOT and three
(13%) had above-ankle amputations. One patient requiring amputation had end-stage renal disease. Fife et al also observed a poorer outcome in patients with renal disease. Ueno et al reviewed the records of 29 patients with chronic wounds treated with HBOT at their center, which was discussed in relation to venous ulcers earlier. Thirteen of the patients included had diabetic wounds. Six patients had more than 90% wound healing (one was diabetic) and eight patients had a >30% reduction in wound size (three were diabetic). Four patients with diabetic ulcers had a poor response and had renal failure.

The results of these studies on HBOT for diabetic ulcers support the suggestion that HBOT used adjunctively with standard wound care improves healing, particularly for foot ulcers, and possibly reduces the need for major amputation. The long-term outcomes in patients were infrequently studied, but at centers where this was done, it was suggested that wounds often demonstrate a continued benefit from HBOT. Most studies had methodological flaws and small sample sizes. Further research with larger numbers of participants would be beneficial, with a focus on investigating the effect of different clinical outcomes in the short term and long term, particularly renal failure, ulcer severity, and once-daily versus twice-daily treatments. Although more than 40 HBOT were administered in some patient groups, 20–40 treatments was the most common number administered at 2–2.8 ATA. The regime is somewhat related to the aims of therapy in most cases.

Conclusion
Availability of hyperbaric oxygen varies around the world, and is more accessible in some countries than others. It must be used in combination with standard care rather as a therapy alone. Multidisciplinary team input is essential, and appropriate dressings, debridement, offloading, antibiotics, optimization of metabolic control, and adequate nutrition should all be considered and implemented as required. The cost of chronic wounds was discussed earlier in this paper. Research has demonstrated some benefit of HBOT for chronic wounds that are not responding to conventional treatment alone, with the majority of research concentrated on diabetic foot ulcers. In some countries, HBOT for diabetic foot ulcers now forms a routine part of the care pathway for patients not progressing in a timely manner or who are at risk of poor healing following surgical intervention. HBOT has been described as a costly treatment. However, the increasing costs of clinician time and more complex dressings may result in it being a more cost-effective intervention for non-healing wounds.

More robust research is required for a full assessment of the economics for these patient groups.
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